Despite density functional theory ͑DFT͒ being the most widely used ab initio approach for studying the properties of oxide materials, the modeling of localized hole states in doped or defective oxides can be a challenge. The electronic hole formed when silica is doped with aluminum is such a defect, for which a DFT description of the atomic and electronic structures has previously been found to be inconsistent with experiment, while Hartree-Fock provides a consistent description. We have applied the DFT+ U approach to this problem and find that the structural distortions around the dopant are consistent with experimental data as well as earlier cluster calculations using Hartree-Fock and perturbation theory. A hole state is found 1.1 eV ͑1.6 eV experimentally͒ above the top of the valence band with localization of spin on the oxygen atom which shows the elongated Al-O distance. A formation energy of 5.7 eV is found. We discuss implications for using DFT + U to model defective oxide systems with O 2p holes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Although periodic plane wave density functional theory ͑DFT͒ is a standard approach for the study of oxide materials, there are a number of systems where it fails to provide even a qualitatively correct description of the geometry and electronic structure. These systems include some transition and rare earth metal oxides as well as rare earth metals and are characterized by the presence of highly localized d and f metal states; well known examples of this problem are NiO and FeO ͑with d states͒ ͑Refs. 1 and 2͒ and reduced CeO 2 ͑Refs. 3 and 4͒ and Ce metal ͑with f states͒. 5 In recent years the strongly localized O 2p derived hole states found in metal oxides upon substitutional doping of the cation with a metal ion which has one less electron have been incorrectly described with standard plane wave periodic DFT. Interesting examples of this phenomenon include Li doped MgO ͑Refs. 6 and 7͒ and Al doped silica ͑SiO 2 ͒. [8] [9] [10] In both cases, electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy ͑EPR͒ shows the presence of a single unpaired electron localized on one oxygen atom. 6, 8 It has also been demonstrated that a structural distortion is present which is manifested as a single elongated dopant-oxygen distance. The electronic hole resides on the oxygen atom with the elongated dopantoxygen distance. The application of DFT to Al-doped SiO 2 yields an electronic hole delocalized over the four oxygen atoms coordinated to the dopant, with no structural distortions, both of which contradict the experiment. 9, 10 Given the success of DFT in describing oxide properties, it was speculated that the experimental interpretation was incorrect. 11 However, since plane wave approaches cannot compute hyperfine coupling constants for comparison with EPR data, it was not possible to conclude whether DFT is incorrect or experimental data were incorrectly interpreted. Cluster models have been applied to this problem. [10] [11] [12] While issues associated with the finite size of a cluster are present, the results bear out that for this system a cluster model description is adequate. [10] [11] [12] With an all-electron basis set, cluster models allow the calculation of hyperfine coupling parameters for comparison with experiment. Applying spin unrestricted Hartree-Fock ͑UHF͒ to this problem results in a distorted geometry with one elongated Al-O distance and localization of the electronic hole on the oxygen atom in the elongated Al-O bond. [10] [11] [12] A description of this system with pure DFT functionals gives the same result as the earlier plane wave calculations, while hybrid DFT ͑using B3-LYP͒ with 20% HF exchange results in a structure where the electronic hole is spread over two O atoms. 11 Pacchioni et al. showed that the combination of UHF exchange and LYP correlation provided a similar description of the atomic and electronic structures as UHF, 11 while To et al. used the BB1K hybrid functional, with 42% exact exchange, to obtain atomic and electronic structures consistent with experiment. 12 Finally, calculation of the hyperfine coupling constants with UHF, UHF-LYP, and BB1K yielded results that are in reasonable agreement with experiment, while with pure DFT functionals and B3-LYP the agreement with experiment was poor. [10] [11] [12] These results help establish the original interpretation of the EPR spectra for Al doped SiO 2 and demonstrate that the problem with DFT is rooted in the description of exchange. Cluster models suffer from a number of deficiencies related to basis set choice and size of the quantum part of the cluster, both of which require some investigation. fective systems. While the above discussion illuminates the effect of having a proper description of exact exchange in order to obtain a consistent description of Al doped SiO 2 , the calculations involve cluster models. It would be useful to have an approach that can provide a consistent description, but in a periodic plane wave basis. Current exchangecorrelation functionals use an approximation for the exchange contribution which does not cancel with the Hartree interaction for a single electron, and thus a single electron interacts with its own charge density. This self-interaction error ͑SIE͒ introduces an energy penalty for localization of a single electron and causes incorrect delocalization when using pure DFT. The DFT+ U approach 13 adds an orbital dependent term, much like HF exchange, which accounts for the on-site electron-electron interaction and correctly localizes the electron. The parameter U controls the strength of this interaction and is determined for defective and doped systems through a comparison with the available experimental data, whereupon the best choice of U is made. Traditionally, this approach is applied to systems where the partially occupied d and f states are inconsistently described with DFT. In ongoing work in the study of defective oxides, we have successfully applied the DFT+ U approach to Li doped MgO, 7 demonstrating that this approach, which was originally applied to cation d and f states in oxides, can also be applied to localized O 2p hole states. In that work, the value of U that was determined from comparison with experiment was 7 eV.
In this paper, we focus on applying the DFT+ U methodology to the problem of Al doped silica. We will discuss the inability of generalized gradient approximation ͑GGA͒-DFT to describe Al doped silica, even qualitatively, and demonstrate the effect of U on the atomic and electronic structures around the dopant. From this, we obtain a suitable value of U and discuss the atomic and electronic structures of Al doped silica. We also present a discussion of the general applicability of the DFT+ U approach to these materials.
II. METHODS
We apply plane wave based density functional theory, as implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package ͑VASP͒.
14, 15 The electronic states of the valence electrons are expanded in a basis of plane waves, the cutoff of which is set to 500 eV. To describe the core-valence interaction, we use Blöchl's projector augmented wave approach 16, 17 ͑PAW͒, which is in essence an all-electron calculation with a frozen core; the cores are Si and Al ͓Ne͔ and O ͓He͔. The PerdewBurke-Ernzerhof exchange correlation functional 18 ͑PBE͒ is used, with the electronic states sampled using a 2 ϫ 2 ϫ 2 Monkhorst-Pack k-point sampling mesh.
A simulation cell containing 24 oxygen, 11 silicon, and 1 Al atom is used throughout the calculations with unit cell parameters, a = b = 9.826 Å and c = 5.405 Å. All ions are fully relaxed using a quasi-Newton scheme until the forces are less than 0.01 eV/ A. For the DFT+ U calculations, we use Dudarev's approach, 13 as implemented in VASP. Similar to previous studies, we vary the value of U from 0 ͑GGA͒ to 7 eV and choose that value of U that provides an electronic structure consistent with experiment.
III. RESULTS

A. GGA-DFT description of doped silica
A full ionic relaxation of doped silica ͑Fig. 1͒ was carried out with GGA. Two starting structures were considered throughout. The first is symmetric, with two pairs of Al-O distances, while in the second we distort one of the Al-O distances to break this symmetry. This is necessary, since the distorted and undistorted structures can be local minima. 10, 11 In both cases, the GGA calculation results in the same final structure with two pairs of Al-O distances, 1.75 and 1.73 Å, while the nearest Si-O distances are 1.59 Å, in good agreement with other periodic DFT calculations. 10, 11 The O 2p ion and angular momentum decomposed partial electronic density of states ͑PEDOS͒ are shown in Fig. 2 for spin up and spin down electrons. We see that between the top of the valence band ͑the energy zero͒ and the conduction band no gap state is present. The spin density ͑defined as the difference between the up spin and the down spin densities͒ is plotted in Fig. 3 . This shows clearly delocalization of excess spin over the four oxygen atoms around the Al dopant. Thus, the GGA description of Al doped SiO 2 is inconsistent with experiment and calculations which include exact exchange.
10,11
B. DFT+ U description of doped silica
To address the problem with GGA-DFT discussed above, we recognize that the incorrect description of Al doped SiO 2 is caused by the self-interaction error present in approximate DFT exchange-correlation functionals. One approach has been to mix into the calculation a degree of exact exchange as in hybrid DFT approaches. 11, 12 The degree of exact exchange is critical and could be considered as an empirical parameter, with too little resulting in delocalization ͑e.g., B3-LYP has 20% exact exchange͒ while BB1K, with 42% exchange, contains enough of a contribution to localize the charge density. 12 To overcome this difficulty with GGA-DFT and allow for calculations in a periodic plane wave basis, we make use of the DFT+ U approach; 13 we apply the U term to the O 2p states and leave the Si and Al states to be described by GGA. We have tested values of U in the range of 1 -7 eV, starting from the symmetric and slightly distorted structures discussed above, making comparison to available experimental data. While the symmetric structure, with two pairs of Al-O distances, is a local minimum in the potential energy surface for all values of U, the nature of the lowest energy structure depends on the value of U ͓similar to the dependence on the amount of exact exchange in hybrid DFT ͑Refs. 11 and 12͔͒.
In Table I we present the Al-O distances as a function of U ͑the GGA calculations are equivalent to U =0 eV͒. Values of U up to 3 eV give a geometry that is little changed from the GGA result, i.e., a symmetric set of Al-O bonds with no distortion. For U between 3 and 6 eV, we find some Al-O elongation; however, it is a pair of Al-O bonds that elongate, rather than the single Al-O bond observed experimentally, consistent with the results of hybrid DFT with a small exchange contribution. For U greater than 6 eV, we find a description of the geometry that is consistent with the experimental data. In this geometry, we have one pair of Al-O distances around the dopant atom, which are 1.69 Å. There is a third Al-O distance at 1.71 Å and the final Al-O distance is substantially elongated at 1.88 Å ͑U =7 eV͒. This elongation is in good agreement with experimental observations 8 and that found using HF, MP2, and BB1K hybrid DFT with a substantial exact exchange contribution. [10] [11] [12] To establish the effect of the dopant on the electronic structure, we examine the oxygen PEDOS. In Fig. 4 we display the total O 2p EDOS for the four oxygen atoms surrounding the dopant for different values of U. The EDOS from the DFT+ U calculation shows the effect of U on the electronic structure. For small values of U, we find a similar electronic structure to that obtained in the GGA calculation. For U =4/5 eV, a new peak state appears; however, it is still very close to the valence band and the geometry shows that for this magnitude of U, there are still two pairs of Al-O distances. For U greater than 6 eV, a unoccupied state is obtained, which is well separated from the valence band, in agreement with experiment, while for these values of U, the geometry shows a single elongated Al-O distance. For U = 7 eV, the offset from the top of the valence band to the gap states is 1.1 eV, compared to 1.6 eV determined experimentally.
To confirm the presence of a localized defect state on one oxygen atom neighboring the dopant, we present in Fig.  5 the spin density, defined as the difference in the up spin and down spin densities as a function of U. For the GGA calculation and for small values of U, the electronic hole introduced by doping with Al is delocalized over the four oxygen atoms neighboring the dopant, which is consistent with the geometric data presented in Table I . This is similar to the behavior observed with GGA-DFT when MgO is doped with lithium. 7 For U = 4 and 5 eV, the spin density is localized on two oxygen atoms surrounding the dopant, similar to that observed with B3-LYP. 10 With U = 6 or 7 eV, we find that localization of spin is present on a single oxygen atom. This is the oxygen atom with the distorted Al-O distance. With a plane wave basis set and core potentials such as PAW, it is not possible to compute hyperfine coupling constants, since these require an allelectron basis set that describes the electron density at the nucleus. However, there are a number of other results from this work that can be compared to previous experimental and computational studies.
The first point of agreement is in the local geometry around the dopant site. With a correct choice of U, the present finding of elongation of one Al-O distance and the hole localization are consistent with cluster calculations as well as the available experimental data. While HF and HF coupled with a correlation functional as well as hybrid DFT ͑with a large proportion of exchange 11, 12 ͒ are able to describe the structure of the defect and the hole localization, the present results are the first plane wave DFT with an appropriate approach ͑i.e., DFT+ U͒ to provide a consistent description of this defect. The energy required to form the Aldoped structure is 5.7 eV, and shows little dependence on the choice of U, while with GGA it is 5.68 eV. We note that the GGA formation energy is very close to that computed with DFT+ U. For CeO 2 and Li doped MgO, we have found small differences of 0.40 and 0.20 eV between DFT and DFT+ U for oxygen vacancy formation energies and Li doping energies, respectively. This suggests that in these cases, there must be some cancellation of error in the DFT calculation for the DFT defect formation energy to be so similar to the DFT+ U formation energy.
The present results demonstrate that the DFT+ U approach recovers a description of the geometrical and electronic structures of Al doped silica that is consistent with experimental data and calculations in which exact exchange is present, such as UHF. 10, 11 In a similar fashion, we found for Li doped MgO that the same value of U provided a consistent description of the atomic and electronic structures. 7 In both cases, we have determined a value of U using experimental data. This raises an interesting question regarding the predictive ability of the DFT+ U method used in this work, in which the value of U is required to be determined empirically through fitting to experimental data. 1, 19 and recent work from Gadjos and Hafner using DFT+ U for CO adsorption on Pt͑111͒, where the band gap of CO was used to fit a value of U to provide agreement with the experimentally characterized adsorption site. 20 Other DFT+ U implementations can be found in the literature, e.g., the work of Cococcioni and de Gironcoli 21 which has been applied to defective ceria. 4 The interesting aspect of this DFT+ U approach is that it uses localized Wannier orbitals and a linear response methodology to determine the value of U from first principles. In principle, there is no need to fit to experimental data so that this approach might be useful for predictive purposes, where experimental data are not available. However, the energetics do depend on the value of U and in published work, the authors do make use of experimental findings. 4 Thus, a DFT+ U approach still needs to be tested against the experiment.
While making use of particular experimental data is still a feature of DFT+ U implementations, we note that the general feature of the present study-the description of O 2p electronic holes in oxides-has been investigated in many papers [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] and we attempt to make some general points with implications for DFT+ U studies of O 2p holes in oxides.
Firstly we note that to describe consistently the electronic holes in the systems studied in the present work and in Li doped MgO ͑Ref. 7͒ show that a value of U of 7 eV is sufficient. This suggests that the description of the O 2p hole is independent of the oxide material. More importantly, there exists experimental data in which the on-site Coulomb interaction ͑U p-p ͒ for O 2p holes has been determined. [22] [23] [24] Auger spectroscopy studies of different oxides demonstrate that the on-site Coulomb repulsion energy for a hole in an O 2p orbital is 5 -7 eV, entirely consistent with the present work. 22, 23 A number of studies of specific systems also demonstrate that U p-p is consistent with the value of U in the present work. These materials include SrCoO 3 , for which U p-p was determined to be 6 eV, 25 La 2 CuO 4 , for which U p-p is 7.3 eV, 26 Sr 2 CuO 3 , for which U p-p is 6 eV, 27 and for LaCoO 3 and LaFeO 3 , for which U p-p are 6.8 and 6.7 eV, respectively. 28 For transition metal oxides in general, Nekrasov et al. 29 used a value of 6 eV, close to the 5.9 eV determined from Auger spectroscopy. 23 These values are all consistent with each other and with value of U in the present work and Ref. 7 .
Therefore, we can now suggest that for oxide materials in which an O 2p hole is present ͑which can generally be ascertained without recourse to experiment͒, DFT+ U with a value of U of 7 eV for the O 2p states will be a suitable first principles approach, even where experimental data are lacking, providing a predictive capability for DFT+ U. Of course, this only holds for this specific class of materials. However, there are many oxide materials of great interest, e.g., copperderived superconductors, in which O 2p holes are present, so that the implications of the present work are not merely confined to a narrow class of materials.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The description of localized hole states in doped oxides is challenging for DFT. In agreement with previous studies, we have found that applying GGA to the question of the atomic and electronic structures of Al doped silica leads to an inconsistent description of the geometry around the defect as well as the electronic structure. Application of the DFT + U approach provides a consistent description of both the geometry and electronic structures. With U = 7 eV, we find elongation of a single Al-O distance to 1.88 Å, in good agreement with experiment, while the remaining Al-O distances are significantly shorter. The density of states shows the presence of an unoccupied O 2p derived hole state, which lies 1.1 eV above the valence band, while a spin density analysis shows that the hole state is localized on the oxygen atom with the elongated Al-O distances. The energy of formation of the dopant is 5.7 eV. We have also discussed choosing U and the impact of different DFT+ U implementations, as well as the case of no experimental data being available. We have demonstrated that for DFT+ U calculations involving O 2p electronic holes, the value of U determined from fitting to experimental data for two different oxides is consistent with values of U determined from previous studies, using different experimental techniques. With the value of U for O 2p holes derived in the present work, a predictive capability for the DFT+ U approach as a tool for studying O 2p holes in doped and defective oxide materials has been established.
